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EVALUATION OF TRANSIT-RELATED
TRANSPORTATION CONTROL MEASURES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

The Northeastern Illinois region has been designated as a severe nonattainment area for ozone.

Mobile sources provide a significant portion of ozone precursor emissions in the region.

Transportation control measures (TCMs) must be used in nonattainment areas to achieve

reductions in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and mobile source emissions. The Regional

Transportation Authority (RTA), as the agency charged with providing comprehensive planning

for the region's transit system, has taken a lead role in developing transit-related (TCMs) for

the region's mobile source component of the State Implementation Plan (SIP).

To assist in the evaluation of TCMs, the RTA contracted with Barton-Aschman Associates, in

association with Cambridge Systematics and Beata Welsh to develop an analytical "screening

methodology" tool to provide an assessment of the effectiveness of selected transit-related TCMs
in reducing VMT and mobile source emissions. The techniques developed to estimate the air

quality impacts are designed to be transferable among TCM projects to allow the evaluation of

similar types of transit projects. In addition, the analytical approach is designed to be

"technically defensible" and includes the determination of key measures, such as changes in

auto/transit mode split, changes in VMT, and the changes in emissions resulting from the

implementation of transit TCM projects.

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) reaffirmed the nations commitment to air

quality. The CAAA recognizes that the reduction in mobile source emissions resulting from

improved technology has been offset by increases in the number of vehicle trips and in VMT.
Northeastern Illinois has been designated as a severe nonattainment area for ozone, which means

that the region has 15 years to reach attainment of the primary standard for ozone. By

November 1996, the region must reduce hydrocarbon emissions by 15 percent, and then

approximately three percent each year thereafter.

The SIP is the plan under which the state defines a series of specific, legally enforceable

measures to reduce emissions. Reductions in pollutants from motor vehicles include those

resulting from tighter restrictions on motor vehicle emissions, improvements in motor vehicle

fuels, enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance, employer commute options programs, and
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TCMs. Section 108(f) of the CAAA lists 16 available TCMs that have the potential for

encouraging trip diversion and reducing the overall demand for travel.

Projects Selected for Evaluation

The TCMs selected by the RTA for evaluation generally come under the heading of Improved

Public Transit, but may also qualify as Traffic Flow Improvements, Areawide Rideshare

Incentives, and Park-n-Ride/Fringe Parking. A Transit TCM Technical Committee was

established to identify projects for analysis, coordinate data collection, and review the

consultant's products. The committee was composed of the RTA, RTA Service Boards,

(Chicago Transit Authority, Pace Suburban Bus Company, and Metra Commuter Rail), the

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, the Illinois Department of Transportation, and the

Chicago Area Transportation Study (the region's metropolitan planning organization). Twelve

candidate projects were selected for analysis, including park-n-ride lots, bus signal preemption,

subscription bus, transportation centers, and the Transit Check Program.

Overview of Methodologies

The screening methodology process developed determines the air quality impacts of specific

transit-related TCMs, based on two linked analytical procedures:

• A mode shift methodology that estimates changes in VMT by speed category.

• An emissions methodology that uses VMT by speed and MOBILES factors to estimate

changes in volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen

oxide (NOx) emissions.

Existing (1990) and fiiture (2010) regional travel forecasts are used as the basis of the calculation

process. Each TCM was analyzed for its potential impact on mode choice components, such as

travel time or cost, and affected origin and destination zones. By estimating the effects of each

TCM on the regional travel forecast in terms of change in auto share and transit share, changes

in VMT by speed are generated. VMT by speed is a necessary input to the MOBILES emissions

factor model. The A.M. peak hour was used as the basis for the analysis.

The mode share methodology is a logit mode choice model that is used in an "incremental"

fashion that begins with existing mode shares and modifies these baseline values on the basis of

changes in the characteristics of the transit network. The principal advantage of this technique

is that it requires descriptions of only those aspects of the system that are anticipated to change.

The emissions methodology provides a means for analyzing the impacts of alternative TCM
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strategies on mobile source emissions. It is designed to provide an easy-to-use means of

analysis, using available travel data and emission factors generated through the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) MOBILES emission factor model. The emission

spreadsheet applies emission factors by speed to a given volume of traffic to calculate total tons

of VOC, CO, and NOx for a given project.

Evaluation Results

Results for each TCM were generated using the mode shift and emissions methodologies. The
following results were calculated for each TCM:

Area of Impact (origin and destination zones)

Travel Markets Impacted

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Number of Impacted Zones

Changes in Peak VMT (by CBD work, nonCBD work, and nonwork trips)

Changes in Daily Emissions

Trip Table Summary for A.M. Peak Hour

Potential Secondary Impacts

Conclusions

Each TCM was evaluated on the basis of its relative effectiveness in reducing VMT and

emissions using information currently available from the sponsoring agency and from CATS.
Those projects with the most impact on travel time and/or travel cost have greater effects on

mode share, reduced auto trips, and emissions.

In addition to identifying those projects with the least and greatest impacts, it is also important

to distinguish between those projects that reduce VMT and those that eliminate trips altogether.

Projects including park-n-ride lots, such as rapid transit/commuter rail stations, vanpool services,

or subscription bus services may reduce VMT, but still generate auto trips to and from park-n-

ride or pickup/drop-off locations. These projects will still generate significant emissions by

vehicles driven in the cold start mode.

The methodology was developed for this project as a screening tool to be used at the regional

level. In addition, the methodology employed was designed to estimate results consistent with

regional travel models, but without rerunning the regional models. Based on these, there are

inherent limitations in the process. Some of these limitations may be overcome by rerunning

the regional models, conducting sensitivity analysis, or supplementing survey data for the

regional travel data. It is important to identify and take into consideration these limitations when
results are interpreted and conclusions made about the impact of specific TCMs.
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1.

Introduction

The Northeastern Illinois region has been designated as a severe nonattainment area for

ozone. Mobile sources provide a significant portion of ozone precursor emissions in the region.

Section 108 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 lists 16 Transportation Control Measures

(TCMs) that nonattainment areas may use to achieve reductions in vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

and mobile source emissions. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) has also

identified a typology of "improved public transit" measures within its TCM information docu-

ment, "Transportation Control Measures: State Implementation Plan Guidance," issued Septem-

ber 1990.

The VMT and emissions reduction potential of transit-related TCMs must be evaluated for

development of the State Implementation Plan (SIP), for conformity analysis of the region's

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), and for funding of transit projects through the Con-

gestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program under the Intermodal Surface Trans-

portation Efficiency Act (ISTEA).

To assist in the evaluation of TCMs, the Regional Transportation Authority requested the

development of a screening methodology tool. The purpose of this screening tool is to provide

an assessment of the effectiveness of selected transit-related TCMs in reducing VMT and mobile

source emissions. To be effective, this screening tool is designed to use estimation techniques

that are transferable among projects. The tool also is designed to provide the supporting techni-

cal documentation needed for inclusion in the SIP of transit-related TCMs.

The screening methodology described in this report determines the air quality impacts of spe-

cific transit projects that are currently planned or programmed. The techniques developed to esti-

mate these air quality impacts are designed to be transferred among TCM projects to allow the

evaluation of similar types of transit projects. In addition, the analytical approach is "technically





defensible" and includes the determination of key measures, such as changes in auto/transit mode
split, changes in vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and the changes in emissions resulting from the

implementation of the transit TCM projects.

This summary report of findings, in conjunction with the two companion documents, com-
prises the full documentation for this evaluation tool development process. The two documents

are as follows:

• Task 1.1 Technical Memorandum—Project Identification. Contains a description of the data

available for each TCM, summaries of interviews with project sponsors, and identification

of project issues.

• User Guide. Contains step-by-step instructions for applying the evaluation tool to future

projects.





2.

The Clean Air Act and Amendments through 1990

The federal Clean Air Act, originally enacted in 1963, is the nation's central air pollution

control legislation. In the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, the federal government assumed

major responsibility for air quality standards and the deadlines for meeting the standards.

The 1970 amendments included the following provisions:

• The establishment of National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six pollutants:

carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HO), nitrogen dioxide, photochemical oxidants, sulfur

oxides, and total suspended particulates.

• The establishment of a motor vehicle emissions control program.

• The initiation of requirements for State Implementation Plans (SIP) that detail how areas that

exceed standards (nonattainment areas) plan to attain and maintain those standards.

By 1977, significant progress had been made toward improving air quality, but problems

with carbon monoxide and ozone levels persisted. Additional amendments to the Act placed

special emphasis on mobile source emissions and Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) that

would help decrease these emissions and their related pollutants.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) was given authority to impose sanc-

tions where SIP programs were not being planned or effectively implemented. Air quality plan-

ning was to be coordinated with transportation planning. Metropolitan Planning Organizations

(MPOs) were prohibited from approving any transit project, program, or plan in the Transporta-

tion Improvement Program (TIP) that did not conform to the SIP.





The Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990 reaffirmed the nation's commitment to air

quality. CAAA addressed air toxins, acid rain, and stratospheric ozone as well as mobile

sources. It recognized that the reduction in mobile source emissions resulting from improved

technology has been offset by the impact of increases in number of vehicle trips and in vehicle

miles traveled (VMT). Timetables were established for attaining the NAAQS, which specify the

concentration of pollutants in the outdoor air that are considered safe.

Nearly every major metropolitan area in the United States fails to meet at least one of these

standards. The Northeastern Illinois region is in attainment for carbon monoxide (CO), but has

been classified by the U.S. EPA as a severe non-attainment area for ozone. The severe non-

attainment classification means that the region has 15 years to reach attainment of the primary

standard for ozone. This translates to a 50 percent reduction in hydrocarbon emissions, the pre-

cursors to ozone formation. A new requirement stipulates that six years after November 1990,

the region will need to reduce hydrocarbon emissions by 15 percent, and then approximately 3

percent each year thereafter.

2.1 Transportation Control Measures (TCMs)

The U.S. EPA's Transportation Control Measures Information Documerus, issued March

1992, provide basic information on the interrelationship between transportation and air quality

and the manner in which TCM's can affect emissions and vehicle miles traveled (VMT).

The regional SIP is the plan under which the state defines a series of specific, legally en-

forceable measures to reduce pollutant emissions from motor vehicles and local industry. Reduc-

tions in pollutants from motor vehicles include those resulting from tighter restrictions on motor

vehicle emissions, improvements in motor vehicle fuels, enhanced vehicle inspection and mainte-

nance, employer trip reduction plans, and transportation control measures.

TCMs are transportation strategies that are intended to both reduce vehicle miles of travel

and to make the miles that are traveled more efficient. The goal of the TCMs is to reduce auto

dependency by diverting trips to other modes or by reducing demand for travel by adding to the

cost of automobile usage.

The term TCM generally includes projects that affect both system management and the de-

mand for transportation. Many TCM projects may overlap into both areas.

Transportation System Management (TSM) usually refers to low capital-intensive projects,

such as carpool and vanpool programs, parking management, traffic flow improvements, and

park-n-ride lots.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is considered to be the policies, programs, and

actions that encourage the use of high-occupancy vehicles (HOV) (transit, subscription services,

carpools and vanpools); bicycling; walking to work; and the use of alternative work programs

(flextime, compressed time, flexplace).





The implementation of successful TCMs requires the initiation of a cooperative process in-

volving the commitment of air quality and transportation planning and operating agencies. With

the requirements for Employee Commute Options (ECO) programs, employers will also play a

critical role in the process.

TCMs reduce emissions through a change in the amount of travel generated or through a

change in the lengths of trips. Peter Stopher, in his paper, "Deficiencies in Travel Forecasting

Procedures Relevant to the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendment Requirements" (December 1991),

has constructed a table that presents the TCM impacts on travel behavior categories. It is shown

here as Table 1.

Table 1

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN TRAVEL BEHAVIOR IMPACTS AND TCMs





Section 108(f) of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 lists 16 available TCMs that have

the potential for encouraging trip diversion and for reducing the overall demand for travel. They

are as follows:

Trip Reduction Ordinances

Employer-Based Transportation Management Programs

Work Schedule Changes

Areawide Rideshare Incentives

Improved Public Transit

High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes

Traffic Flow Improvements

Parking Management

Park-n-Ride/Fringe Parking

Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs

Special Events

Vehicle Use Limitations/Restrictions

Activity Centers

Accelerated Retirement of Vehicles

Extended Vehicle Idling

Extreme Low-Temperature Cold Starts

TCM programs work best when they are implemented as a system of changes. Some TCMs
are mutually supportive in that, when implemented together, they can increase the effectiveness

of an individual TCM. Trip Reduction Ordinances can be enhanced when alternatives to single-

occupant vehicle travel such as Improved Public Transit, Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs and

Areawide Ridesharing are also implemented. Park-n-Ride/Fringe Parking improvements can sup-

port the provision of Improved Public Transit and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lanes.

The areawide implementation of a system can also work to avoid potential conflict in TCMs.
The conflicts between Areawide Rideshare Incentives and Improved Public Transit can be elimi-

nated when planned for in a unified manner.





3.

Projects Selected for Evaluation

The Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) selected by the RTA for evaluation generally

come under the heading of Improved Public Transit. There are some that may also qualify as

projects under Traffic Flow Improvements, Areawide Rideshare Incentives, and Park-n-Ride/

Fringe Parking. Other selected TCMs will increase the effectiveness of a strategy. The regional

Employer Trip Reduction Program could be made more effective if employers were encouraged

to participate in the regional Transit Check program at the same time. This overlap of categories

can have additive benefits for other projects.

In general. Improved Public Transit is defined by the U.S. EPA as the implementation of

new and expanded public transit services relevant to all transit modes, such as paratransit, buses,

rapid transit, and commuter rail. The strategies that are developed in this TCM fall into three

areas: System/Service Expansion, System/Service Operational Improvements, and Demand
Market Strategies.

A series of 12 TCM candidate projects were selected by the RTA and its Service Boards

(CTA, Pace, Metra) for consideration in this analysis. Further detail on each of the TCMs is

provided in Appendix A, Profiles of Transportation Control Measures. A comparative matrix

of the TCMs is shown in Table 2. The projects selected for analysis and the areas into which

they fall are as follows:

1. Transit station park-n-ride lots, Metra—West Chicago rail station, Chicago & North West-

ern—West line; system/service operational improvements. Additional park-n-ride lot is added

at this station.

2. Transit station park-n-ride lots, CTA—Cumberland station, O'Hare rail line; system/service

operational improvements. Increased capacity at parking facility by 750 spaces to 1,500
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spaces. Facility has reserved first floor: 350 spaces for HOV (carpools) and 25 spaces for

the disabled. CATS has supplied staff to enforce HOV parking. The facility is directly con-

nected to rapid transit rail line, bus terminal, and kiss-n-ride area.

3. Transit station redesign, CTA—95th Street station, Dan Ryan rail line; system/service opera-

tional improvements, improved transfer. Expansion and enlargement of existing station and

alteration of usage patterns to facilitate flow through the station. The length of the train plat-

form would be nearly doubled by adding approximately 400 feet. The bus bridge will be

extended by 400 feet to allow for separation of boarding and alighting from buses. Conflicts

between intercity and city buses will be eliminated. The station will be made accessible to

people with disabilities.

4. Transportation center/transfer facility. Pace—Schaumburg, system/service operational im-

provements, improved transfer and demand/market strategies, passenger amenities. A facility

designed to open with 10 bus berths, which includes some excess capacity. Some berths are

for the limited and express bus routes, and others are for two dial-a-ride services. Vanpools

will use the facility as a pickup point utilizing the kiss-n-ride area. A 200-space park-n-ride

lot is also provided.

5. Distributor bus route, Metra—Wood Dale rail station, Milwaukee—West line; system/service

operational improvements and service expansion. Initiation of distributor bus service from

the rail station to the surrounding commercial and industrial businesses.

6. Bus signal preemption. Pace and CTA—Cermak Road; system/service operational improve-

ments. Pace buses will be able to preempt signal changes at 15 signalized intersections in a

1.5-mile corridor on Cermak Road from 54th Avenue (Douglas L) to North Riverside Mall.

To be used when behind schedule and not in conflict with emergency vehicles.

7. Restricted use lanes/facilities for transit vehicles. Pace—Interstate 294/83rd Street Toll Plaza;

system/service operational improvements, road operational changes. Pace bus routes #888

and #877 will be able to go through the automated toll lane without stopping by using auto-

matic vehicle identification (AVI).

8. Bus service management system (BSMS), CTA—King Drive; system/service operational

improvements, operations monitoring and bus traffic signal preemption. Automatic vehicle

location/control and bus signal preemption systems that permit management of bus schedule

adherence, bus location, and assurance of employee and rider security. Buses may preempt

signal changes except when ahead of schedule. In the initial stage BSMS includes five signal-

ized intersections on a one-mile section of King Drive and 162 buses (including 45 for King

Drive). Upon acceptance, the RFP calls for the rest of CTA's buses and 195 additional inter-

sections throughout the system to be equipped.

9. Subscription bus service, Pace—Hoffman Estates; service expansion and system/service

operational improvements. Pace service will be provided from southwest side of Chicago to

new Sears Headquarters in Hoffman Estates.

10





Pace will offer this specialized service to address the specific needs of suburban employees.
The service provides direct transportation between a residential collection area and a place

of employment for groups of 30 or more individuals. It operates according to a prescribed

schedule and travels along a designated route, with passengers offered a guaranteed seat in

return for reserving transportation on a monthly basis. Service is "open door" in that it is

not restricted to employees of specific firms.

Vehicles and drivers are provided by a private carrier. The vehicle is normally an "over the

road" bus.

Sears is assisting in the development of up to 13 routes. Service will be phasing in as people
are transferred from the Sears Tower to Hoffman Estates. Sears store parking lots to be used
as pickup points.

10. Vanpools, Pace—Hoffman Estates and regionwide; service expansion. Pace subscription van-
pool service with concentration on the Sears service from a variety of Chicago and suburban
locations to new Sears Headquarters in Hoffman Estates. Sears is assisting in the develop-
ment of up to 42 vanpools. Two different types of pickups. One is the collection of individ-

uals along the route at a single common pickup point. The second is the collection of individ-

uals at multiple of common pickup points.

As a new service initiative, Pace is integrating vanpool operations into its service mix. These
operations address the transit needs of area employees on a smaller scale than subscription
bus service. Vanpools generally consist of 6 to 15 persons commuting to a common employ-
ment site.

11. Transit fare subsidy/marketing, regionwide RTA Transit Check Program; demand/market
strategies, employer offered incentives. RTA-sponsored and -administered Transit Check
Program. Available to any regional employer that sends form and check to RTA. Checks can
be issued in various denominations up to $60.00. Transit Check can be used like cash any-
where that tokens or passes are sold.

The checks can be ordered three months in advance and are good for 120 days after date of
issue. The checks are tax-free to employees and are a tax-deductible business expense to

employers.

12. Capacity/speed improvements, Metra—Franklin Park rail station. Rose Street/25th Avenue,
Milwaukee West Line; system/service operational improvements, road operational changes
and improved transfers; grade separation, at railroad crossing, of roadway (FAU 2714) and
Metra commuter rail line (Milwaukee West Line). Substantial freight movements slow traf-

fic. Commuter trains block the roadway when stopping for the station and also block pedes-
trians from crossing the tracks when walking from the parking lots to the station. Two of the
three parking lots are opposite the inbound platform.

11





4.

Overview of Methodologies

The overall objective for analyzing each tiansit TCM selected by the RTA is to develop a

methodology that would evaluate and compare the impact of each TCM on travel behavior and

pollutant emissions. This methodology must also:

1. Be "technically defensible" relative to U.S. EPA and lEPA reviews.

2. Provide a consistent evaluation of transit-related TCMs.

3. Be based on existing regional travel data to provide realistic results.

4.1 Evaluation Process

The screening methodology process, as described below, determines the air quality impacts of

specific transit TCMs. This process, as shown in Figure 1, is based on two specific methodologies:

• A travel demand impact methodology that estimates changes in vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
by speed categories.

• An emissions methodology that uses VMT by speed and MOBILES factors to estimate

changes in volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxide

(NOJ emissions.

Existing (1990) and future (2010) regional travel models are used as the base of the calcula-

tion process. Each TCM was analyzed for its potential impact on mode choice components, such

as travel time or cost, and affected origin and destination zones. The origin/destination zones
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were based on regional travel analysis zones, since the regional travel models are based on those

zones. In some cases, the origin and destination zones were different, such as origin zones

around a park-n-ride lot and destination zones in the downtown. Other TCMs had origin and

destination zones that were the same, such as a line-haul transit route.

By estimating the effects of each TCM on the regional travel model, changes in VMT by

speed are generated. VMT by speed is a necessary input to the MOBILES emissions factor

model. MOBILES then calculates changes in VOC, CO, and NO,.

This process was designed to estimate results consistent with the regional database without

rerunning the regional travel models. For this process to produce results, transit trips must cur-

rendy exist in the regional model. To analyze TCMs in areas where there are no existing transit

trips, such as the new vanpool or subscription bus service to Sears in Hoffman Estates, these

must be calculated manually, or the regional models must be rerun.

The travel demand impact methodology and the emissions calculation methodologies are

described below. More detailed information on the mechanics of each methodology can be found

in the User's Guide.

4.2 Travel Demand Impact Methodology

The purpose of this methodology is to estimate the effect of selected TCMs on VMT and

speed. Regional travel data for 1990 and 2010 were provided by the Chicago Area Transporta-

tion Study (CATS).

The methodology selected is a logit mode choice model that is used in an "incremental"

fashion that begins with existing mode shares and modifies these baseline values based on

changes in the characteristics of the transit network.' The principal advantage of this technique

is that it requires descriptions of only those aspects of the system that are anticipated to change.

The incremental form of the logit model is a simple derivation of the standard multinomial

logit formulation. Both forms of the logit model yield identical estimates of a traveler's re-

sponses to changes in the highway and transit systems, assuming that the standard form has been

sufficiently validated against existing conditions.

The standard logit formulation is:

' This methodology is adapted from the methodology used in the Honolulu Rapid Transit

Program, as outlined in the report. Task 3.03—Service and Patronage Forecasting Methodology,

prepared for the Department of Transportation Services, Office of Rapid Transit, City and

County of Honolulu, by Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc., and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade &
Douglas, Inc., March 1992.

14





exp(Ui)

Pi = E„[exp(UJ]

where: P; = the probability of using mode i

Ui = the utility of mode i

E„ = the summation over all available modes

exp = the natural logarithm

The incremental form of the logit formulation is:

P
i
X exp(AU

i)

P'i = 2„[P„ X exp(AUJ]

where: P'j = the revised probability of using mode i

AUj = the change in utility of mode i

Because the incremental form is an exact derivative of the standard form, it preserves the

variable elasticities present in the standard logit model. The direct elasticity for either

formulation for Pj with respect to a change in an attribute of alternative i is:

E(i,Xi) = B^Xi(l - Pi)

where: B^^ = the coefficient of Xi in the utility expression for alternative i

X; = the value of Xj at the point for which elasticity is evaluated

It can be seen clearly from this expression that the elasticity varies across travel markets. In

markets with high existing transit shares, the elasticity tends to be lower than in markets with

lower existing shares. Similarly, where x, is large, elasticities tend to be larger. Because both

P; and Xj can vary substantially from one market to another, the incremental logit approach is

able to capture the wide variations in elasticities that are ignored in the application of constant

elasticities to all travel markets.

In forecasts of aggregate travel patterns, the probability P; applied to person-trips from each

zone-to-zone interchange becomes the share of all trips attracted to mode i. In order to estimate the

revised transit share of all trips, it is necessary to know only the base share Pj held by transit and

the change in utility for each of the modes m that are available, including transit. The estimate of

utility for each mode includes its time and costs, often with some descriptor of the traveler.

The utility expression is written as:

U; = Ci + B,Xi + Bjyi ....

where: Cj = the mode-specific constant for mode i

Xi,yi = attributes of mode i, typically times and costs

B,,B2 = coefficients describing the relative importance of x and y in deter-

mining the utility of i

15





In a model where x and y are the only variables, then the change or difference in utility AU;

can be expressed as:

AUi = (Ci + B,x/ + B^y/) - (Ci + B,Xi + B^yJ

= B,(x/ - xj + B2(yi' - yd

where ' indicates the value in the forecast year. Thus, the mode-specific constants fall out of the

computations. Indeed, the only terms entering the equation are those for which a change occurs.

4.2.1 CATS Model Form

The CATS regional binary mode choice model is the basis for this analysis. The estimated

coefficients for the binary mode choice model are shown in Table 3.

The in-vehicle time is the time spent in the transit vehicle. If several transit vehicles are ridden,

then the combined time spent in each of these is the in-vehicle time. The out-of-vehicle time (or

transfer time) is the time spent transferring between transit vehicles. This time includes walk egress

from transit, but does not include walk access time. There is no time provided for walk access, since

the data is not available. CATS uses walk access within the mode split portion of its modeling pro-

cess. During that process, walk access is combined with several other factors and is never computed

separately. First wait time is the time spent waiting for the first transit vehicle. If transfers are made

Table 3

REGIONAL BINARY MODE CHOICE COEFFICIENTS





to other vehicles along the trip path, the wait associated with these other vehicles is not included.

Instead, the additional wait time for other vehicles is included in the out-of-vehicle (or transfer) time.

Fare is the cost incurred by using transit. All times are in minutes and all fares are in cents.

The bias coefficients will not be used in any part of the analysis. Note that the coefficients listed

are utilities. In the logit model, the disutilities, or negatives of the listed values, will be used.

4.2.2 Required Regional Model Input

The inputs required from CATS for this process are the following regional matrices:

Person-trips made in autos (by purpose).

Transit person-trips (by purpose).

Auto travel time skims.

Auto travel distance skims.

Transit in-vehicle travel time.

Transit transfer travel time.

Transit walk time.

Transit first wait time.

Transit cost.

4.2.3 Travel Time Period

The A.M. peak hour was determined to be the most ^propriate basis for this analysis for the

following reasons:

• Most transit TCMs are directed at work-related commuter travel.

• The A.M. peak hour has the largest proportion of work-related commuter travel to total

volume of traffic.

• The A.M. peak hour has the closest relationship to the data base from which the elasticity

factors are drawn (home-based work trip) and is thus most representative of those conditions.

The trip tables available from CATS are daily person-trip tables, so peak-hour factors were

applied. Table 4 shows peak-hour factors for auto driver/passenger and transit person-trips.

These factors were calculated from the CATS 1970 home interview survey. The A.M. peak hour

includes all trips beginning between the hours of 7:(X) and 8:(X) A.M. The P.M. peak-hour trips

start between 4:(X) and 5:(X) P.M.
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3. Calculate the base mode shares (auto and transit) from the CATS trip tables.

4. Calculate the alternative shares on an interchange-by-interchange basis using the incremental

logit formulation.

5. Calculate the revised VMT by speed for the interchange based on Items 3 and 4 above.

The auto speed for each interchange is calculated by dividing the auto distance in miles by

the auto travel time to yield speed in miles per hour.

In addition to the above five steps, the base (no TCM project) VMT was calculated for each

to allow the change in VMT to be calculated following Step 5 above. The following process was

applied to each TCM.

• Step One. The area for which each TCM is anticipated to have an impact was identified by

origin and destination zones using the CATS travel analysis zone map as the base. CATS
zones were used to define the boundaries, as CATS regional travel model data was used.

These zones typically range from one-half to one square mile.

• Step Two. After identifying the impacted origin and destination travel analysis zones, the

mode choice model component or components that would be affected were determined and

the change was estimated.

The mode choice model components that were affected by the TCM projects include:

• In-vehicle time (minutes)

• Transfer time (minutes)

• Cost (1970C)

• Walk time (minutes)

• First wait time (minutes)

• Steps Three through Five. Each of these steps involved matrix calculations to apply the in-

cremental logit formulas and were accomplished using the EMME/2 transportation planning

model. The procedures involved are described in more detail in the User's Guide.

The output of this process was a lotus spreadsheet summarizing base and new VMT for 1990

and 2010 by speed. This spreadsheet was then used as an input to the emissions calculation

spreadsheet.

4.3 Emissions Calculation Methodology

The Total Emissions Spreadsheet provides a means of analyzing the impacts of alternative

transportation control measure (TCM) strategies on mobile source (transportation-related) air
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pollutant emissions. It is designed to provide an easy-to-use means of analysis, using available

travel data and emission factors generated through EPA's MOBILE emission factor model. The

spreadsheet uses an emission factor look-up table to apply emission factors by speed to a given

volume of traffic (defined in terms of vehicle miles of travel or VMT) to calculate total tons of

mobile source VOC, CO, and NOx emissions for a given scenario. The design of the spread-

sheet allows for two scenarios, a base condition and a new condition, to be run concurrently and

compared in terms of total emission impacts.

In order to apply the spreadsheet, alternative scenarios should be defined for a specified

analysis area for which there is available travel data describing vehicle miles of travel by average

speed. A few guidelines should be observed in developing these data:

• Ideally, the analysis area should be confined to the area potentially impacted by the proposed

alternative in order to minimize processing of unnecessary data.

• If the analysis is intended to identify changes in emissions produced by a particular market

group or category of trip purpose, data should be defined for the specified travel market and

should be consistent between scenarios. Markets that are unaffected or that remain constant

as a result of the scenario can be "zeroed out."

• The season or time period covered by the data should be consistent for comparable scenarios.

The spreadsheet is organized into two parts: an emission factor look-up table, and a section

that integrates travel data and emission factors to sum and compare total emissions between sce-

narios. Two spreadsheet templates are provided: 1990TEST.WK1 to analyze year 1990 impacts,

and 2010TEST.WK1 for year 2010 impacts.

The following sections describe the data used in these sections and the operation of the over-

all spreadsheet.

4.3.1 Emission Factors

In the prototype Total Emissions Spreadsheet, emission factors were generated for a range

of speeds using EPA's recently-released draft MOBILES emission factor model. Inputs for

MOBILES to produce 1990 emission factors were obtained from the Illinois Environmental Pro-

tection Agency and are consistent with inputs used in lEPA's 1990 input file for the State Imple-

mentation Plan (SIP) inventory. The lEPA input file is included in Appendix B.

Inputs can be modified as necessary to obtain emission factors representing different condi-

tions (e.g., inspection/maintenance program, fuel programs), analysis years, and/or seasons. At

this time, Illinois has not determined the design of the state's future inspection/maintenance pro-

gram. Inspection/maintenance programs must be modified in response to 1990 Clean Air Act

Amendments requirements for severe ozone non-attainment areas. Therefore, to simulate year

2010 emission factors for use in the Total Emissions Spreadsheet, MOBILES was run with an
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input file that duplicates U.S. EPA's recommended enhanced inspection/maintenance perform-

ance standards. Once the fmal design of the Illinois inspection/maintenance program is deter-

mined, MOBILES can be rerun to reflect any discrepancies between U.S. EPA's model program
and the program that Illinois ultimately implements.

The MOBILE model is run independently from the Total Emissions Spreadsheet, and the

resulting emission factors are then entered into the look-up table of the spreadsheet. Information

on the operation of the MOBILE model can be found in the User's Guide to M0BILE4.1 and

the addendum prepared for the draft version of MOBILES.

Because of concern over issues related to cold start impacts, it should be noted that lEPA input

file used to develop the emission fiactors included in the prototype spreadsheet assumes national de-

fault characteristics in the operating mode fractions and trip length distributions. However, as dis-

cussed in the MOBILE User's Guide, operating mode fractions can be modified in the scenario

section to reflect more localized conditions. Localized trip length distributions can also be specified

through options provided under the SPDFLG. In both cases, these options can be used to more pre-

cisely determine emission factors for travel conditions and/or travel markets affected by strategies

that might affect trip lengths and/or cold start percentages. The ability to specify localized character-

istics in these cases is dependent upon the availability of travel data at a level of detail which can

reasonably quantify the characteristics of the affected market groups.

4.3.2 Travel Data

As indicated above, travel data is entered into the spreadsheet in the form of vehicle miles

of travel (VMT) at a corresponding travel speed. The disaggregation of these data is dependent

upon the level of detail available through the output of the travel demand model used to analyze

a given alternative. Travel demand model output should be formatted in a manner that facilitates

integration into the Total Emissions Spreadsheet to minimize the need for manual data entry.

Travel data can be input into the Total Emissions Spreadsheet in the form of total travel for

an entire study area or, depending upon data availability and analysis needs, disaggregated by
geographic area, vehicle type, time of day, or trip purpose. (For more detailed analysis, the gen-

eral approach used in the spreadsheet can be applied at the roadway link level, although this

more data-intensive approach necessitates a more direct integration of the MOBILE model with

the travel demand model for the study area.)

The spreadsheet is designed to accept data in the form of VMT at a given speed. If the data

are available in some form other than VMT by speed, such as VMT by speed for individual zone
pairs, the spreadsheet can be modified accordingly, depending upon the format of the data.

Although VMT by speed is generated for the A.M. peak hour, the results of the emissions

calculations are present^ in tons per day. The peak-hour emissions have been factored to daily

emissions on the basis of the relationship between daily transit travel and peak-hour transit

travel. A factor of 4 is derived from the following condition and assumptions:
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• The A.M. peak hour contains 40 percent of the home-to-work transit trips.

• The P.M. peak hour contains 37 percent of the work-to-home trips.

• The majority of home-to-work trips occur in the A.M. peak period.

• The majority of work-to-home trips occur in the P.M. peak period.

• The home-to-work trips are equivalent to the work-to-home trips.

Multiplying the A.M. peak-hour emissions results by 4 represents expanding the A.M. peak

hour to a two-hour A.M. peak period and a two-hour P.M. peak period, and also represents a

conservative estimate of daily emissions because the A.M. and P.M. peak hours include 80 per-

cent of the daily transit trips.
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5.

Evaluation Results

As discussed in Chapter 4, the output of the travel demand impact methodology is changes in

vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by speed category for 1990 and 2010. These data are then input into

the emissions spreadsheet, which produces changes in emissions. This chapter presents the analysis

results for each TCM, including:

• Area of Impact: Identifies the impacted origin and destination zones. Zones are based on CATS
travel analysis zones.

• Primary Travel Markets Impacted: Identifies what type of trips are affected, e.g., CBD work
trips, nonwork trips, etc.

• Travel Time and Cost Impacts: Identifies the impacted mode choice model component, e.g.

travel time, cost, etc., which causes a change in travel mode.

• Number of Zones: Identifies the number of travel analysis zones that are affected by changes

in VMT and emissions are distributed among.

• Changes in Peak VMT: By CBD work, nonCBD work, and nonwork trips. Presented in A.M. peak

hour VMT.

• Changes in Daily Emissions: Includes volatile organic compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO),

and nitrogen oxide (NOJ. The emissions calculations in Appendix C generate A.M. peak-hour

emissions, which are then multiplied by 4 (as described on page 21) to generate tons per day.

• Trip Summary Table for A.M. Peak Hour: Summarizes total base auto trips, base transit trips,

revised auto trips, and revised transit trips by trip purpose. Base auto and transit trips come
directly from the CATS model for each alternative. New auto trips are the product of total trips

and the new auto share as derived using the incremental logit process. (Where the incremental

logit process could not be applied, an abbreviated trip summary is provided.)

• Other comments related to time of day travel and potential secondary impacts.

A map of the impacted area is shown for each TCM. The emissions calculations for each TCM
are included in Appendix C.
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Transportation Control Measure

#1: West Chicago Metra station park-n-ride lot. Additional park-n-ride lot with 255 spaces

is added to the West Chicago station.

Primary Travel Market Impacted

CBD work trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: Travel shed for the West Chicago Metra station, including West Chicago, Batavia,

St. Charles, Warrenville, and Geneva.

Destination: One mile corridor between Warrenville and downtown Chicago (excluding West
Chicago).

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced Access Time: (-10) minutes for all zonal interchanges. With more parking available in

West Chicago, reduces number of commuters who drive to park-n-ride lots located farther away.

Results

Number of Origin Zones: 1

1

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD 12

NonCBD 35

Nonwork 47

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD 132

NonCBD 385

Nonwork 517

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD -274

Work NonCBD -36

Nonwork

2010 Work CBD -806

Work NonCBD -32

Nonwork -1
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Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs -0.004

CO -0.028

NOx -0.004

2010 VOCs













Transportation Control Measure

#2: Cumberland Park-n-Ride Lot, O'Hare CTA line. An additional 750 parking spaces have

been added to the Cumberland park-n-ride lot.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

CBD work trips, nonCBD work trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: Cumberland station travel shed, including the CTA River Road station, Hoffman

Estates, Des Plaines, Arlington Heights and Mount Prospect.

Destination: All zones between Harlem Ave. and downtown Chicago.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced Access Time: (-3) minutes for all zonal interchanges. With additional parking, reduces

the number of commuters who may drive to the River Road station.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 29

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD 10

NonCBD 22

Nonwork 32

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD 290

NonCBD 638

Nonwork 928

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD -317

Work NonCBD -72

Nonwork -3

2010 Work CBD -204

Work NonCBD -43

Nonwork -1
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Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs -0.008

CO -0.040

NOx -0.004

2010 VOCs













Transportation Control Measure

#3: CTA-95th St. Transit Station Redesign. Expansion of platform and bus bridge.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

CBD work trips, nonCBD work trips, nonwork trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: Two mile radius around the 95th St. Station.

Destination: All zones between 95 St. and downtown Chicago.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced Access Time: (-2) minutes for origins around station based on more efficient bus

operations.

Reduced Out-of-Vehicle (Transfer) Time: (-3) minutes for remainder of origins based on reduced

time transferring between bus and rail.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 12

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD 9

NonCBD 18

Nonwork 27

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD 108

NonCBD 216

Nonwork 324

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD -432

Work NonCBD -131

Nonwork -98

2010 Work CBD -410

Work NonCBD -152

Nonwork -87
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Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs -0.012

CO -0.068

NOx -0.008

VOCs
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Transportation Control Measure

#4: Schaumburg Transportation Center/Transfer Facility. New Woodfield transit center.

Primary Travel Market Impacted

Non CBD work and nonwork trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: One mile zone on each side of the 5 bus routes serving Woodfield.

Destination: Same as origin zones.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced Out-of-Vehicle Time: Actual reduction based on existing transfer times. The new trans-

fer time will be 0, where previously ranged from 5 to 20 minutes.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 84

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD
NonCBD 67

Nonwork 67

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD
NonCBD 5628

Nonwork 5628

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD

Work NonCBD -20

Nonwork

2010 Work CBD
Work NonCBD -137

Nonwork
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Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs 0.000

CO -0.004

NOx -0.000

2010 VOCs













Transportation Control Measure

#5: Wood Dale Metra Station Distributor Bus Route. New bus route to distribute reverse

commuters to work destinations.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

NonCBD work trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: One mile zone on each side of the Milwaukee-West line from Elgin to Chicago, ex-

cluding Wood Dale.

Destination: Two mile radius around station.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Increased Transit Cost: $0.85 one-way cash fare for transfer between bus and rail (converted

to 1970 dollars).

Increased Out-of-Vehicle Time: + 2 minutes for train to bus transfer time.

Reduced In-Vehicle Time: (-5) minutes to zones 760, 766, 767; (-3) minutes to zone 761 based

on previous walk times.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 68

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD
NonCBD 14

Nonwork 14

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD
NonCBD 952

Nonwork 952

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD

Work NonCBD 16

Nonwork
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2010 WorkCBD
Work NonCBD 69

Nonwork

Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs 0.000

CO 0.000

NOx 0.000

2010 VOCs
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Transportation Control Measure

#6: Cermak Ave. Bus Signal Preemption,

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

All trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: All zones along Cermak Ave. between Harlem Ave. and downtown Chicago.

Destination: Same as origin zones.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced In-Vehicle Time: (-3) seconds per signalized intersection. Includes 15 signalized

intersections.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 51

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD 9

NonCBD 42

Nonwork 51

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD 459

NonCBD 2142

Nonwork 2601

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD -51

Work NonCBD -7

Nonwork -2

2010 Work CBD -64

Work NonCBD -8

Nonwork -2
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Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs -0.000

CO -0.008

NOx -0.000

2010 VOCs













Transportation Control Measure

#7: 1-294 Toll Plaza Bypass.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

NonCBD work trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: One mile zone around bus pick-up points at southern end of routes

E>estination: One mile zone around bus drop-off points at western end of line near Downers
Grove and Lisle.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced In-Vehicle Time: (-15) minutes based on current delays being experienced.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 24

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD
NonCBD 15

Nonwork 15

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD
NonCBD 360

Nonwork 360

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD

Work NonCBD -128

Nonwork

Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs 0.000

CO 0.003

NOx 0.000
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TRIP SUMMARY - A.M. PEAK HOUR













Transportation Control Measure

#8: CTA Route 3, King Dr. Bus Service Management System (Automatic Vehicle Location,

AVL, and Bus Signal Preemption).

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

All trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: One mile south of 95th St.; 2.5 miles east & west of King Drive from 95th St. to

Roosevelt Rd.

Destination: One mile on each side of bus route between 95th St. to Chicago Ave.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced In-Vehicle Time: (-3) seconds per signalized intersection.

Reduced Out-of-Vehicle (Transfer) Time: (-3) to (-5) minutes bus to bus transfer time.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 60

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD 6

NonCBD 10

Nonwork 16

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD 360

NonCBD 600

Nonwork 960

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD

Work NonCBD -1

Nonwork

2010 Work CBD This number has been rounded from -0.000001.

Work NonCBD -2

Nonwork -0.233
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Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs 0.000

CO 0.000

NOx 0.000

2010 VOCs













Transportation Control Measure

#9: Pace Subscription Bus Service from southwest Chicago to Sears in Hoffman Estates.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

NonCBD work trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: Four square mile zone around subscription bus pickup points.

Destination: Sears in Hoffman Estates.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Not calculated by incremental logit process; used empirical calculation of number of subscription

bus routes multiplied by 30 riders per bus.

Results

Changes in Emission (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs -0.164

CO -0.896

NOx -0.152

Trip Summary

Would convert 303 auto trips to transit trips.

Comments

Peak-period impact only. Would convert long-distance auto commute trips to short-distance auto

trips to pickup points; would have similar cold-start characteristics to park-n-ride lot projects;

could eliminate auto trips based on proximity to pickup point; would add bus VMT in place of

auto VMT (included in above calculation).

Air quality benefit is based on an assumption about mode switching that may be hard to ration-

alize. All trips are assumed to have been previously made by single-occupant vehicles. There-

fore, the subscription bus is assumed to remove all of these trips, resulting in an equivalent air

quality benefit.
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Transportation Control Measure

#10: Pace Subscription Vanpool Service from southwest Chicago to Sears in Hoffman Estates.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

NonCBD work trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: Four square mile zone around vanpool pickup points.

Destination: Sears in Hoffman Estates.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Not calculated by incremental logit process; used empirical calculation of number of vanpools

multiplied by 12 riders per van.

Results

Changes in Emission (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs -0.092

CO -0.500

NOx -0.840

Trip Summary

Would convert 224 auto trips to transit trips.

Comments

Peak-period impact only. Would convert long-distance auto commute trips to short-distance auto

trips to pickup points; would have similar cold-start characteristics to park-n-ride lot projects;

could eliminate auto trips based on proximity to pickup point (e.g., if van made house pickups

rather than park-n-ride facility); would add van VMT in place of auto VMT (included in above

calculation).

Air quality benefit is based on an assumption about mode switching that may be hard to rationa-

lize. All trips are assumed to have been previously made by single-occupant vehicle. Therefore,

the subscription vanpool is assumed to remove all of these trips, resulting in an equivalent air

quality benefit.
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Transportation Control Measure

#11: RTA Transit Fare Subsidy.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

All trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: Total region.

Destination: Total region.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced Cost: -$0.20 cost savings per dip (1990$).

Results

Number of Origin Zones 1,600

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD 12

NonCBD 1,588

Nonwork 1,600

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations (based on all transit users receiving

transit fare subsidy):

CBD 19,200

NonCBD 2,540,800

Nonwork 2,560,000

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT (adjusted to reflect percentage of employees using tiansit fare

subsidy in relation to total regional employment):

1990 Work CBD - 81

Work NonCBD -109

Nonwork - 54

2010 Work CBD - 94

Work NonCBD - 98

Nonwork - 49

Changes in Emissions (Tons per day) (adjusted to reflect percentage of employees using transit

fare subsidy in relation to total regional employment):
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Transportation Control Measure

#12: Metra-Franklin Park station grade separation.

Primary Travel Markets Impacted

CBD and nonCBD work trips.

Area of Impact

Origin: Four square mile zone around Franklin Park station.

Destination: Zones along Metra line between end of line and downtown Chicago, excluding

Franklin Park.

Travel Time and Cost Impacts

Reduced Access Time: -(5) minutes based on current delay.

Results

Number of Origin Zones 4

Number of Destination Zones:

CBD 12

NonCBD 46
Nonwork 58

Total Zonal Interchanges for Change in VMT Calculations:

CBD 48

NonCBD 184

Nonwork 232

Changes in A.M. Peak Hour VMT:
1990 Work CBD -96

Work NonCBD -1

Nonwork

2010 Work CBD -113

Work NonCBD -1

Nonwork
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Changes in Emissions (Tons per day):

1990 VOCs 0.000

CO -0.008

NOx 0.000

2010 VOCs
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6.

Conclusions

As the screening methodology was developed and alternative TCM projects were analyzed,

issues were raised concerning several areas: general limitations of the process employed, the

overall effectiveness of different types of transit projects, and modeling enhancements/refine-

ments to generate better estimates of VMT and emissions changes.

6.1 Limitations of Evaluation Process

The methodology was developed for this project as a screening tool to be used at the regional

level. In addition, the methodology employed was designed to estimate results consistent with

the regional travel models, but without rerunning the regional models. Based on these, there are

inherent limitations in the process. Some of these limitations may be overcome by rerunning the

regional models, conducting sensitivity analyses, or supplementing survey data for the regional

travel data. It is important to identify and take into consideration these limitations listed below

when the results are interpreted and conclusions made about the impact of specific TCMs.

• The evaluation process only works for areas with existing transit service. Areas without tran-

sit service will not have any transit trips in the regional model. Because of this, results are

better for line-haul service to the downtown, as the travel data is more complete. For new
transit markets, TCM impacts must be calculated manually, rerun on the regional model, or

regional travel data must be supplemented with survey data.

• Regional travel models are not designed for an analysis generating this level of detail, such

as off-peak travel and nonwork trips.

• The speed data from the regional model has limitations. Speed data tends not to be as accu-

rate as volume data, so most models are calibrated to volumes, not speeds. This is because

speeds are more variable and therefore more difficult to calibrate.
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• Secondary impacts are difficult to determine, as this process does not distinguish between

eliminating trips completely and reducing trip lengths. The output of this process is the

change in VMT, which is composed of both trips eliminated and trips shbrtened.

• This process only predicts the impact of a single TCM, not TCMs implemented together.

Some TCMs are synergistic, while others are conflicting. Some TCMs may be additive be-

cause they affect different transit markets and the benefits of several TCMs may be added

together. Other TCMs affect the same transit market and commuters will choose one TCM
over another, so benefits cannot be added together.

These limitations should be evaluated for those changes that are desired and/or additional

research should be conducted. More current data should be available as the model is updated

with the 1990 census joumey-to-work data and as other model changes are made in response to

U.S. EPA requirements.

6.2 EfTectiveness of Transit Projects

Each TCM was evaluated based on its relative effectiveness in reducing VMT and pollutant

emissions. From the results of this evaluation, it becomes clearer what types of projects generate

the greatest reductions. Those projects that involve changes in cost show the most sensitivity.

The Wood Dale Metra station distributor bus had a higher cost and resulted in the least impact

on VMT and emissions. The RTA Transit Fare Subsidy was evaluated based on availability to

all transit users (regardless of employer participation) and then factored to reflect existing use

of the subsidy. Even with a relatively small proportion of existing transit fare subsidy users in

relation to total employment, reductions in emissions were generated.

It is important to identify the relative impact of each TCM on cost and travel time. The transit

fere subsidy of $21.00 may represent 30 percent of a transit user's total cost, whereas a 3- to 5-min-

ute change in travel time savings may rq)resent only 5 to 10 percent of total travel time. Therefore,

a soisitivity analysis may be warranted to identify what changes would be needed to generate travel

time savings of a comparable percentage and how this would change VMT and emissions.

In addition to identifying those projects with the least and greatest impacts, it is also impor-

tant to distinguish between those projects that reduce VMT and those that eliminate trips. Proj-

ects including park-n-ride lots, such as rapid transit/commuter rail stations, vanpool services,

or subscription bus services, may reduce VMT but still generate auto trips to and from the park-

n-ride or pickup/drop-off locations. These projects will still generate significant emissions by

vehicles driven in the cold start mode.

Additional comparisons recommended for future analysis of TCMs include cost-effectiveness,

the use of sensitivity analysis, and combinations of TCMs. An evaluation should be conducted of

the cost-effectivwiess of each TCM based on the cost per ton of emissions reduced compared to the

cost of the TCM. The cost-efTectivaiess should be compared for all TCMs to identify those TCMs
that reduce the greatest amount of emissions for the least cost.
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6.3 Future Model Enhancements

The results presented in Chapter 5 show the impact of each TCM on emissions and VMT
to the extent that the TCMs can be analyzed with the regional travel forecast model systems.

Throughout this study, however, enhancements and/or refinements to the regional modeling pro-

cess were identified. These enhancements/refinements were grouped into two categories: those

applicable to existing TCMs that affect transit services, and those applicable to new transit ser-

vices and employer programs.

6.3.1 Existing Services and Facilities

If the existing transit service has been coded into the regional travel forecasting model, then

TCMs affecting this service can generally be easily analyzed using the incremental logit and

elasticity approaches based on these models. As has been done in this study, each TCM can be

represented by changing travel times on existing links, headways for existing transit lines, and/or

fares for limited subsets of origin/destination pairs.

In several instances, as noted above, the regional model did not include transit trips where

transit services currentiy exist. Similarly, the regional model is currendy calibrated primarily

for work-related travel. Because nonwork trips are based on home interview data, they are only

as accurate as the most recent update of this data. In a region that has experienced change like

that in the Chicago metropolitan area, it may be necessary to update the model calibration pro-

cess on a more frequent basis so that the regional forecasts more closely mirror the changes in

travel patterns.

The primary enhancements to the modeling process to support TCM evaluation are twofold.

Iterative validation of base year data to adequately represent known transit trips is one step that

could resolve some of the inconsistencies found during this study. The second step is to update

trip behavior data so that work and nonwork patterns can be more accurately represented in the

modeling process.

Sensitivity analyses should be used to test adjustments to TCMs, such as different fare struc-

tures, increased speeds, or improvements over larger areas. The initial run would be the baseline

against which to compare a sensitivity test. This may be a time-consuming process, as multiple

runs will be required, but the benefit would be a greater understanding of what types of adjust-

ments generate greater reductions in emissions. A sensitivity test also could be used to determine

the amount of VMT to be reduced to offset cold starts.

6.3.2 New Transit Services

The existing regional and sketch planning models also can be used to analyze many new tran-

sit services, but not as easily or completely as for existing transit services. If the regional models

are used, new links, transit lines, transfer facilities, and possibly fare matrices should be coded

to provide the basis for determining changes in in-vehicle times, out-of-vehicle times, and travel
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costs for transit trips. Sketch planning methods will be applicable on a more limited basis. If

transit use from the new service area is not currently significant, then there will be no basis to

"pivot" to estimates of new higher patronage levels. Furthermore, the existing regional models

may not provide the features required to address some aspects of these strategies.

Existing regional models provide the needed analysis methods for evaluating new transfer

facilities and new routes, but may need to be refined or supplemented for dial-a-ride, subscrip-

tion bus, and park-n-ride projects, or employer-based programs such as carpool, vanpool, and

transit fare subsidies. Model enhancements for these projects are described below.

1. New Commuter Rail Stations and/or Park-n-Ride Lots; Expanded Park-n-Ride Lots. In most

cases, these facility changes will have no impact on the inputs to the regional models; thus, their

impacts on transit patronage cannot be estimated by these models. If it is assumed that the re-

gional models overestimate park-n-ride demand because they do not take parking c^xacity limi-

tations into account, then the regional models could be extended to provide realistic estimates

of park-n-ride facility usage. This can be done by checking the model results to determine if

capacity constraints are exceeded. Ideally, the revision process requires "shadow" parking lot

prices applied iteratively until parking demand equals supply, but sketch planning approximations

can be used to adjust the changes in emissions to be consistent with the available capacity. The

regional models are also likely to require extension to ensure that the emissions of autos used

for park-n-ride and kiss-n-ride are also measured. For detailed analysis of these emissions,

changes in trip lengths and operating mode fractions will be necessary as inputs to the MOBILES
emission factor model. For sketch planning analysis, in most cases it will be appropriate to

assume that all of the available additional park-n-ride capacity will be used, due to existing

deficits in c^)acity at the stations selected for parking expansion. Thus, the difference between

the existing VMT for auto travelers in the area served by the expanded facility and their new
VMT level if they use the park-n-ride facility can be attributed to each new parking space to

estimate the impacts of the expanded facility on auto VMT.

2. Park-n-Ride Lots with HOV Preferences. Special procedures or approximations may be re-

quired to supplement the regional models if parking demand, by either general park-n-ride

autos or HOVs, exceeds capacity. Similarly, the emissions of parkers must be measured. In

addition, extended HOV analysis methods such as those included in the CATS model will

be required to obtain both HOV and general auto access demand levels. Sketch planning

methods will be applicable to these strategies.

3. New Dial-a-Ride Services. The flexible schedules and routes of dial-a-ride do not lend this

strategy to analysis using the existing model systems or sketch planning approaches. Experi-

ence with similar systems elsewhere, preferably in the Chicago region, should be used to

estimate the usage and VMT reduction characteristics of this strategy. The best sources of

information on such systems at the national level are provided by the TDM analysis systems

and extension of the traditional mode choice forecasting strategies.

4. Subscription Bus Service. If these services have a limited (i.e., restricted) set of qualified

users, they cannot be handled accurately in the existing model system. However, if a person
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trip table including only qualified users can be specified (as in the example of Sears employ-

ees in Hoffman Estates), then the existing mode choice model could be used as a sketch plan-

ning tool to predict trips by mode and VMT by origin/destination pair under alternative sub-

scription bus service assumptions.

5. Vanpools. If a person-trip table including only qualified users can be specified (as in the

example of Sears employees in Hoffman Estates), then existing mode choice models and
HOV forecasting processes may be usable in a sketch planning procedure for predicting trips

by mode and VMT by origin/destination pair under alternative vanpool service assumptions.

In the more general case, single-employer analyses using information from comparable pro-

grams (TDM) will be required, possibly with expansions to zonal totals based on assump-

tions concerning the numbers of employers by size category, and the percentages of em-
ployers in each category likely to participate in vanpool programs.

6. Transit Fare Subsidies. Generally, single-employer analyses using information from compar-

able programs (TDM) will be required, possibly with expansion to zonal totals in the case

of programs for which participation by many employers is likely, as discussed in Item 5.

iti(l)tana302.nK
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Appendix A
Profiles of Transportation Control Measures
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

3. LOCATION

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service)

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage)

6. RIDERSHIP
a. Current

b. Expected Change (+/-)

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS
a. Capacity

b. Usage

c. Expected Change

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS

10. COST

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS
a. Direct

b. Indirect

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 2, Transit Station Park-n-Ride lots

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Increased parking capacity at parking facility with 750

spaces to 1500 spaces. Facility has reserved first floor, 350 spaces for HOV (car pools)

and 25 spaces for Disabled. CATS has supplied staff to enforce HOV parking. The

facility is directly connected to rapid transit rail line, bus terminal, and Kiss-n-Ride area.

3. LOCATION: CTA Cumberland Station, O'Hare line. Opened May 1992

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Not direct service change. CTA
can review GFI farebox data for time period since May to study impact on bus service.

Pace may have to perform same analysis. CTA has requested information from CDOT
on any impact studies performed before project. Rail ridership has been off since the

April flooding. Additionally, rail ridership is being affected by the economy, fare

increases, Kennedy construction, and the increased availability of parking in the CBD.
In August 1992, CTA distributed a free, one day parking voucher at the toll booths on

the Tollway. It was good during a one week period. The voucher had a small ridership

survey on back, data not available at this time.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): 750 new spaces on two new decks.

HOV and Disabled occupancy on first floor.

RIDERSHIP:
Current: 1991 annual rail traffic at Cumberland station 1.48 million.

November weekday station entering traffic 5,050.

CTA
Route





b. Expected Change (+/-): needs to be measured

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS
a. Capacity: Cumberland at entrance ADT estimated at 40,000

b. Usage: 2,000 or one lane

c. Expected Change: not known

8. SECONDARY BENEFITS: Increased use of O'Hare line; increase in non-CBD
commuters parking in lot and riding a bus or walking to work); decreased use of

expressway; people who are using commercial space for transit parking may shift to lot.

9. SECONDARY DEFICITS: Cold start issue and increased use of local roadways.

Possibility of decreased use of feeder buses.

10. COST: CTA will get from CDOT. Was an FHWA funded project.

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS
a. Direct: none

b. Indirect: only if employer is supporting parking and/or rail fare

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS: Difficulty in estimating changes in bus ridership due to other

ridership variables. May have to fund user surveys. (Note: Survey of Preferential

Parking performed in September by NIPC. Results due to Operation Green Light, Local

Development Policy Task Force in November.)
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 3, Train Station Redesign

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Expansion and enlargement of existing station and

alteration of usage patterns to facilitate flow through the station of 20,000 boarding

passengers. The length of the train platform would be nearly doubled by adding

approximately 400 feet. The installation of an elevator will be added to allow access to

disabled individuals. The bus bridge will be extended by 406 feet to allow for the

separation of boarding and alighting of buses. Greyhound's intercity buses would be

relocated to the east side of the station to reduce conflicts with CTA feeder buses.

3. LOCATION: CTA 95th Street Station, Dan Ryan line (west- south) 95th and State

Streets

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): The station was designed for

approximately 1 1,000 patrons. The volume of users (20,000), the large number of buses,

the general traffic congestion around station, result in inconvenience and travel time

delays. While not a direct service change. May result in faster service, and reduced

number of buses after reduction of congestion. In 1993 Dan Ryan will be paired with

Howard(north) line. CTA can review GFI farebox data. Rail ridership off since April

flooding and additionally rail ridership off due to economy, fare increases, Kennedy

construction, increased availability of parking in the CBD.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): The extended train station platform

would provide more space per passenger—even if ridership levels increased—and reduce

the potential for conflicts between boarding and alighting passengers.

6. RIDERSHIP
a. Current: 1991 annual rail traffic at 95th station 6 million. November

weekday station entering traffic 20,150. Over 4/5 of the riders arrive at

the station via one of fourteen bus routes, thirteen of which must

maneuver through heavy traffic on 95th Street.

CTA Bus route performance March 1992:

Route 29
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 4, Transportation Center/Transfer Facility

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: The transportation center/transfer facility is designed to

open with 10 bus berths, which includes some excess capacity. Some berths are for the

Limited and Express bus routes and others are for two Dial-a-Ride services. Vanpools

will use facility as a pick up point coming through the Kiss-n-Ride area. A 200 space

Park-n-Ride lot is also provided.

The project is in the TIP for land acquisition and design engineering. Will be ready to

go to a capital grant in FY 1993.

3. LOCATION: Pace facility on a 5 acre site at Martingale and Kimberly in Schaumburg.

Near Higgins and Woodfield Roads

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Pace Routes #606 primarily reverse

commute and #757 a reverse commute service, as well as Woodfield routes #209, #696,

#699, will be routed into facility with Dial-a-Ride services. The Dial-a-Ride services are

in the general Schaumburg area and a midday shuttle. Shuttle service may increase to

all day. All services into the facility will be pulse operations.

Park-n-Ride lot will have 200 spaces because of the high residential nature of market

area. May people riding these routes are currently parking in commercial lots along the

route. May be able to fill 80% of the spaces when facility opens.

Regular routes coming into this facility are really Limited Express Buses. They have an

express portion but actually use major arterials for long periods.

Vanpool service started up in September '91. Currently 50 vans are in service with 70

expected by the end of October '92.

Facility will replace Woodfield Shopping Center as a terminal but service will still go

through Woodfield.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Same, this is a new facility.

6. RIDERSHIP
a. Current: Average weekday riders, 2nd quarter 1992:

Route 606 1,396

Route 757 314

Route 209 2,261
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Route 696 454

Route 699 389

b. Expected Change (+/-) Facility can accommodate 7,000 riders per day or

32,000 trips. Expect some trips will be related to Sears move to Hoffman
Estates.

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity:

b. Usage: Martingale and Kimberly are minor street with low usage. Higgins and

Woodfield road are major arterials. The impact of Pace service on the roadways

is so low that it could be considered part of the error curve.

c. Expected Change: Change on minor streets would possibly be significant, but

they are low volume roadways now. Intersection with major arterials is

signalized and movements are planned for right in and right out.

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Faster inter- and intra-modal transfers. More safe,

comfortable and reliable transfers. More reliable bus service. Mode shifting possible

with increase in reliability of bus service. Possible reductions in VMT for autos, auto

trips and emissions.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: Increases in bus emissions from increases in service. Cold

start issue for Park-n-Ride lot. Bus idling issues unless controlled. Increased usage of

local roads.

10. COST: $3,000,000

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS

:

a. Direct: If employers are encouraging transit usage and/or subsidizing transit

costs.

b. Indirect: Possible mode shift

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS:
a. Bus idling is a difficult issue. Some older buses may not restart when turned

off at transfer facilities. May be causing more emission difficulties due to need

to cold start a new bus to replace bus in service.

b. Concerned that regional focus is on maintaining the current system. Pace's

projects have growth in market area focus. The real issue may be the relative

importance to air quality of these different focuses.

c. Issues for Pace are service reliability and speed.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 5, Distributor Bus Route Design/Schedule Coordination

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Initiation of feeder bus service from the rail station to the

surrounding commercial and industrial businesses. Metra is paying Pace to perform a

three month (Oct 19 to Jan 19) test of bus service.

While studying reverse commute found 32 people were getting off outbound trains and

walking to destinations. Do not have hard numbers on suburb to suburb commuters. In

a survey of 38 companies in the Wood Dale area received responses from 19 companies

that 350 people live along the Milwaukee Road Line both east and west of Wood Dale.

3. LOCATION: Metra, Wood Dale rail station, Milwaukee District/West Line.

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Among service changes effective

9/6/92 a train stop was added in Wood Dale to accommodate suburb to suburb commute
and additional City of Chicago stops were added to attract reverse commuters. These

changes were made within the capacity of currently scheduled trains. Two buses with

a 2-3 minute connection will meet every inbound and outbound train. During the month

of October (October 10-31) the bus ride will be free. In November the fare will go to 85

cents or riders can buy the Link-up pass for $36.00. This will be in addition to the

regular Metra zone fare. Service will be provided to the Oakwood, Chancellary, and

Hamiliton Lakes business parks. Metra is attempting to attract people driving from west

as well as reverse commuters.

Metra is working with Wood Dale companies to offer a free round trip ticket promotion

to employees living in specific zip codes along the rail line.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): As a new service will be the same.

6. RIDERSHIP:
a. Current: 32 riders on 3 outbound trains from 6:28am to 7:50am;

12 riders on 6 inbound trains from 5:00am to 7:42am.

b. Expected Change (+/-) The minimum fare box recovery rate of 17% would

be met with 46 riders. This is not enough to keeping service without a subsidy.

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity:

b. Usage: Mayor of Wood Dale reports 7-9 a.m. gridlock and vacant streets after

10 a.m.

c. Expected Change: Dependent on success of service
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8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Mode shifting from auto to bus and rail. Reduction in auto

trips.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: None identified by Metra

10. COST: One bus costs $12,500 for the three month period.

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS

:

a. Direct: employers in area are required to achieve a 25% increase in single auto

occupancy by November 1996.

b. Indirect: none

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS: The service is only a three month test. The service will be

evaluated after the test period to determine the success in creating a market of reverse

and suburb-to-suburb commuters on public transportation.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 6, Bus Signal Preemption

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Buses will only preempt signal changes when behind

schedule and not in conflict with emergency vehicles.

3. LOCATION: Cermak Road, 54th Ave. (Douglas 'L') to North Riverside Park Mall (1.5

miles)

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Pace Route #304-30 minute

service, Route #322-30 minute service; CTA Route #25-30 minute service. Translates

into 10 minute headway on the common section which is where signal preemption is

being studied. If becomes a capital grant IDOT Highway Division will probably install

equipment at intersections. Pace and CTA will install equipment on vehicles. May result

in faster service and reduced number of buses. May affect VMT if increases the number

of riders who change modes.

Separate from the IDOT study, Pace has acquired from Vapor Corp. equipment to test

the technique of signal preemption. Actual preemption will not occur but Pace will be

able to collect data from buses to assure that information is coming in clearly and to test

for false positives and negatives. The current IDOT signal equipment may be good

enough to use as is. IDOT will install necessary equipment in the street.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Same, any excess capacity on vehicles

will be able to accommodate increases in ridership.

6. RIDERSHIP
a. Current:

CTA
Route





7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity: need data

b. Usage: need data

c. Expected Change: may increase on roadways with bus preemption.

European practice is for bus signal preemption to give the buses as little as 3 seconds out

of the standard cycle. The impact on cross streets should be negligible.

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Faster roadway movements on bus streets, reduction in bus

stopping and start up emissions, reduced street congestion and reduced bus bunching.

Mode shifting possible with increase in reliability of bus service. Possible reduction in

VMT for autos, auto trips and emissions. Possible increase in arterial operating speeds.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: Increases in emissions from autos on connecting streets were

traffic movement is altered.

10. COST: IDOT study need amount; Pace technique test $45,000

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS

:

a. Direct: none

b. Indirect: Possible mode shift

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS:
a. Technology is new to USA and impacts are difficult to quantify. IDOT has

agreed not to evaluate cost reductions in terms of saving whole buses but rather

in percent of running time saved, because percentage issue is a better number to

apply to other routes.

b. Issues for Pace are service reliability and speed.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 7, Restricted Use Lanes/Facilities for Transit Vehicles

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Pace buses will be able to go through the automated toll

lane without stopping by using Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI). The tollway is

rebuilding the toll plaza to widen all automatic lanes to 10 feet. Previously they were

8 1/2 feet and buses could not fit. Tollway has a Request for Proposals out for a

prototype AVI system on the North-South Tollway. The leasing of the transmitter will

be about $40.00.

3. LOCATION: Pace service on tollway. Toll Plaza located at Interstate 294 and Route

83.

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Pace Routes #888 and #877 use the

plaza. Bumper to bumper delays are currently experience. May be able to cut running

time on these routes. Expect to be able to handle any increases in ridership with current

capacity.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Same no capacity change is expected.

6. RIDERSHIP:
a. Current: Pace routes, average weekday riders, 2nd quarter 1992:

Route 888 80

Route 877 222

b. Expected Change (+/-): Expect increases in ridership no calculation made.

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity: need data

b. Usage: Toll plaza is heavily used and major delays are experienced.

c. Expected Change: No change or increase in usage as congestion decreases.

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Reducing bus delays, increases in safety, and faster roadway

movement. Possible reductions in VMT if mode shifting occurs.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: Increases in bus emissions from increases in service.

Increased usage of expressway.

10. COST: to Pace $40.00 per month plus tolls
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11. RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS:
a. Direct: none

b. Indirect: Possible mode shift

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS:
a. The physical limits of the area's geography prevent addition of a transit lane

at this plaza.

b. Concerned that regional focus is on maintaining the current system. Pace's

projects have growth in market area focus. The real issue may be the relative

importance to air quality of these different focuses.

c. Issues for Pace are service reliability and speed.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1

.

TCM TYPE: Number 8, Automatic Vehicle Location/Control and Bus Signal Preemption

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: CTA's Bus Service Management System (BSMS) is a RTA
and FTA funded capital project. Permits management of bus schedule adherence, bus

location and assurance of employee and rider security. Buses may preempt signal

changes except when ahead of schedule. City of Chicago will install equipment at

intersections (as a subcontractor). CTA contractor installs on vehicles. In initial portion

BSMS includes 5 signalized intersections on King Drive and 162 buses (including 45 for

King Drive). Upon acceptance, RFP calls for the rest of CTA's buses and 195 additional

intersections throughout the system to be equipped.

3. LOCATION: King Drive, 43rd to 51st (1 mile)

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Route #3 King Drive requires 41

buses in the rush; every four to five minutes of running time equals a bus (1 interval).

May result in reduction of bus bunching, faster service, decreased stopping, and decrease

in number of buses needed on the route.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Same, any excess capacity resulting from

same number of vehicles being able to make more trips will be able to accommodate

increases in ridership induced by more reliable, faster service.

6. RIDERSHIP
a. Current: From Operating Facts (5/11/92) Average weekday 64 riders per bus.

Weekday round trips 180.

CTA
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7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity: need data

b. Usage: need data

c.Expected Change: may increase on roadways with bus preemption.European

practice for bus signal preemption is to give buses as little as 3 additional seconds

out of the standard cycle. The impact on cross streets should be negligible.

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Faster roadway movements on bus streets, reduction in bus

stopping and start up emissions, reduced street congestion and reduced bus bunching.

Mode shifting possible with increase in reliability and faster bus service. Possible

reduction in VMT for autos, auto trips and emissions. Increase in employee and rider

safety and security. Decrease in operational costs due to reduction in bus supervision

expenses.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: Increases in emissions from autos on connecting streets where

traffic movement is altered.

10. COST: $850,000~allocation of costs for 45 buses (including spares and signal equipment

from total project costs of $40 million.

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS:
a. Direct: none

b. Indirect: Possible mode shift

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS:
a. Technology is new to USA and impacts are difficult to quantify. On King

Drive test, have agreed not to evaluate cost reductions in terms of saving whole

buses but rather in percent of running time saved, because percentage of time

saved is a better number to apply to other routes.

b. CTA Bus Service Management System implementation is moving faster than

the feasibility study on Cermak Road and may be operational before the feasibility

study is finished.

c. Impact on transit ridership may be underestimated since the signal pre-emption

is in place for only a small portion of the total bus route at this time.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 9, Subscription Bus Service

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Pace will offer specialized service to address the specific

needs of suburban employees. The service provides direct transportation between a

residential collection area and a place of employment for groups of 30 or more

individuals. It operates according to a prescribed schedule and travels along a designated

route, with passengers offered a guaranteed seat in return for reserving transportation in

a monthly basis. Service is "open door" in that it is not restricted to employees of

specific firms.

Vehicles and drivers are provided by a private carrier. The vehicle is normally an "over

the road" bus.

3. LOCATION: Pace service will be provided from SW side of Chicago to new Sears

Headquarters in Hoffman Estates.

New service will reflect that currently provided to Sears Catalog sales facilities. Route

runs from Naperville to Skokie.

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Sears is assisting in the

development of up to 14 routes. Service will be phasing in as people are transferred

from the Sears Tower to Hoffman Estates. Transition will occur through November.

Sears store parking lots to be used as pick-up points.

Service will mirror Naperville-Skokie Route. It has 2 pick-up points, one at a Park-n-

Ride lot and another at a train station. Actually picking up riders who travel by train

from further out suburbs. Other riders use a variety of approaches to pick-up point:

drive, kiss-n-ride, and bus.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Up to 14 new routes.

6. RIDERSHIP:
a. Current: none

b. Expected Change (-1-/-) Average of 30 riders per vehicle. Sears is looking to

get a 30% share of trips into the new headquarters. Transit, including car pools,

had an 80% share of trips to the Sears Tower.
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7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity:

b. Usage:

c. Expected Change: All new roadways for Sears new headquarters.

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Capturing of the people in carpools onto Subscription service

or vanpools. Increases in safety and faster roadway movement. Possible reductions in

auto trips if mode shifting occurs. Development of Park-n-Ride or walk to transit users.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: Increases in bus emissions from increases in service.

Increased usage of expressway. Increased traffic in Hoffman Estates. Increased traffic

around stores. Mode shift from regular bus and train service to autos causing a increase

in trips.

10. COST: Naperville-Skokie fare is $70.00 per month. Yearly costs to Pace is $73,000 for

driver and fuel. Farebox recovery is 60%. Sears will underwrite new service for a

year.

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS

:

a. Direct: Sears is required to comply with ETR programs and agreement with

Hoffman Estates requires provision of transit service.

b. Indirect: Not applicable

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS:
a. If transit service grows at these locations it may justify the initiation of Express

bus service from certain locations to Hoffman Estates.

b. Need to remember that a significant number of Sears Tower employees were

carpool riders. Initiation of subscription service may actually transferring these

riders to higher occupancy vehicles.

c. Concerned that regional focus is on maintaining the current system. Pace's

projects have growth in market area focus. The real issue may be the relative

importance to air quality of these different focuses.

d. The market area for this subscription service is very diffuse and could not

effectively supply ridership for a fixed route service.

e. Issues for Pace are service reliability and speed.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 10, Vanpools

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: As a new service initiative, Pace is integrating vanpool

operations into its service mix. These operations address the transit needs of area

employees on a smaller scale than subscription bus service. Vanpools generally consist

of six to fifteen persons commuting to a common employment site. Three vehicle sizes;:

Mini - 6 to 7, Conversion - 8 to 11, and Maxi - 12 to 15 persons; are available to

participants to accommodate groups of various sizes.

Vanpool operations have fares based on the distance travelled and number of van

passengers. Program administration, including vanpool matching, is handled by Pace

staff. Fleet maintenance is provided by a variety private contractors. Fueling is at

private gas stations through the use of a credit card. A guaranteed ride home in

emergencies is provided at a limit of up to $90.00 each year.

Each vanpool customer reserves and pays for service in advance and is issued a pass.

Drivers are permitted 300 free miles per month personal use of the van and receive a

credit of up to the amount of the applicable fare for that van in consideration of their

driving the vehicle. Drivers must pass a Department of Transportation approved physical

and must comply with transit drug testing procedures.

3. LOCATION: Entire Pace service area with some analysis potential on the Sears service

from a variety of Chicago and suburban locations to new Sears Headquarters in Hoffman

Estates.

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): Sears is assisting in the

development of up to 42 vanpools. Thirteen are currently organized. Service will be

phased in as people are transferred from the Sears Tower to Hoffman Estates. Transition

will occur through November.

Two different types of pick-ups. One is the collection of individuals along the route with

others at some common point. The second is the collection of individuals at a multiple

of common points.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Up to 42 new routes by November 1992.

Regional service beyond the Sears component is 52. Projection of 70 by end of October,

with authorization by Pace Board for 123 by of 1992.
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6. RIDERSHIP:
a. Current: On an average of 8,5 passengers per van. Regional program of 52

vans is carrying 495 to 500 as of September 8, 1992.

b. Expected Change (+/-) The total Sears program of 42 would be carrying 350

to 400 riders. The projected additional program of 70 would be carrying about

600 to 650 riders per day and could expect 300,000 trips during the year.

Sears is looking to get a 30% share of trips into the new headquarters. Transit,

including car pools, had an 80% share of trips to the Sears Tower.

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity:

b. Usage:

c. Expected Change: All new roadways for Sears new headquarters. May reduce

usage on three different corridors leading into site.

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Diversion from auto may be as high as 90%. Capturing of

the carpool riders onto service or vanpools. Increases in safety and faster roadway

movement. Possible reductions in auto trips if mode shifting occurs. Development of

Park-n-Ride or walk to transit users.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: Increases in emissions from increases in service. Increased

usage of expressway. Increased traffic in Hoffman Estates. Increased traffic around

stores. Mode shift from regular bus and train service to autos causing a increase in trips.

Cold start issue at Park-n-Ride lots. It should be noted that the absolute number of

vehicles at headquarters will be much less due to the existence of the vanpools

10. COST: Entire vanpool service costs $2.2 million each year. Farebox recovery is 90%.
Average per trip subsidy is 7 cents. Sears will underwrite new service for a year. The

7 cents per trip is a weighted amount. As the program expands the mix of fare zones

and subsidies will vary even though farebox recovery will be the same. The current

average range is 7 to 30 cents per trip.

Fares are on a matrix by zones, by distance.

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS
a. Direct: Sears is required to comply with ETR programs and agreement with

Hoffman Estates requires provision of transit service. Sears has agreed to support

up to 42 van pools. Pace is working with other area employers to establish

vanpool operations.

b. Indirect: Not applicable
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12. ISSUES/CONCERNS:
a. If transit service grows at these locations it may justify the initiation of other

subscription buses and hopefully Express bus service from certain locations to

Hoffman Estates,

b. Need to remember that large numbers of Sears Tower employees were carpool

riders. Initiation of vanpool service may actually transferring these riders to

higher occupancy vehicles.

c. There is a difficulty in measuring the actual effects of vanpools on the

connecting corridors.

d. Will soon survey all vanpools to ask how riders would have gotten to work if

the van was not available.

e. Would prefer that entire vanpool service be analyzed and not just the Sears

component.

f. Concerned that regional focus is on maintaining the current system. Pace's

projects have growth in market area focus. The real issue may be the relative

importance to air quality of these different focuses.

g. Issues for Pace are service reliability and speed.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 11, Transit Fare Subsidy/Marketing

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Transit Check program. Employer sends form and check

to RTA. Checks can be issued in denominations of $10.00, $15.00 or $21.00. Transit

Check can be used like cash any where that tokens or passes are sold.

The checks can be ordered three months in advance and are good for 120 days after date

of issue.

The checks are tax free to employee and a tax deductible business expense to employers.

3. LOCATION: RTA sponsored and administered and available to any regional employer.

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): No effect on bus or rail service.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Not applicable

6. RIDERSHIP:
a. Current: 6,500 checks issued through 275 employers.

b. Expected Change (+/-) The effect of this TCM should be positive, especially

if subsidy level is raised to $60.00 as proposed in Energy bill.

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS:
a. Capacity: None

b. Usage: None

c. Expected Change: If early service survey is correct and 15% of users are new

transit riders could reduce roadway usage.

8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Mode shifting from auto to bus and rail. Reduction in auto

trips and vehicle miles traveled.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS : Induced travel possible if an additional vehicle is available for

family usage. Employers need to understand that RTA is not responsible for employer

getting tax benefits.

10. COST: RTA currently includes cost in employees salary and not from income from

Transit Check. The cost to employers is the actual amounts of the transit checks.
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11. RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS:
a. Direct: employers in area are required to increase auto vehicle occupancy 25%
by November 1996.

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS: Some employers did not realize that only one check could be used

per person, per month. This could be especially important if the level is raised to $60.00

and more companies become involved.
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PROJECT PROFILE

1. TCM TYPE: Number 12, Capacity/Speed Improvements for Transit Service

2. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Grade Separation, at rubber railroad crossing, of roadway

(FAU2714) and Metra commuter rail line (Milwaukee Road, West line). The crossing

was installed in 1990. The roadway is within the municipality and is maintained by the

municipality. At this crossing there are four tracks. Two are under Metra's jurisdiction,

one is under the Indiana Harbor Belt RR and the fourth is under the Soo Line's

jurisdiction. The Indiana Harbor Belt a freight line. The Soo Line's track is a freight

line and a yard lead. Substantial freight movements slow traffic.

Commuter trains block the roadway when stopping for the station. Pedestrian traffic is

blocked from crossing the tracks when walking from the parking lots to the station. Two
of the three parking lots are opposite the inbound platform. Parking lot spaces equal 264

and are used at the 86.7% rate. Some capacity is available.

3. LOCATION: Metra, Franklin Park rail station. Rose Street/25th Avenue; Milwaukee

Road West line.

4. SERVICE CHANGE (Change in bus or rail service): None anticipated at this time.

Where ridership to increase and train capacity an issue, would first add a car, if possible,

before adding a train. Most trains from Elgin to Chicago stop at this station. Although

some run at near capacity others have additional capacity.

5. TCM CAPACITY (Increase in space or usage): Same

6. RIDERSHIP
a. Current: Fall 1991 weekday, inbound boardings = 490; outbound alightings

= 441.

b. Expected Change (+/-): Should have a positive impact. Metra has no handle

in travel time change or elasticity information. Could say that easy access to

parking and to walk-in traffic will encourage usage. With parking spaces

numbering 264, up to 46% of the riders could be walking or riding buses in the

station.

7. CONNECTING ROADWAY IMPACTS
a. Capacity: need data

b. Usage: 12,900

c. Expected Change: May go up as roadway congestion decreases.
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8. POTENTIAL BENEFITS: Train movements currently slow roadway and pedestrian

traffic. Access to parking lots will be improved. Decreases in congestion will possibly

reduce emissions causes by stopping and idling. With grade separations remove the risk

of train/vehicle collisions.

9. POTENTIAL DEFICITS: Increased capacity and reduced roadway congestion can lead

to increases in induced travel.

10. COST: Current general cost estimates for grade separations is $6,000,000.

1 1

.

RELATIONSHIP TO ETR PLANS:
a. Direct: None
b. Indirect: Only if employer is paying for parking or rail fare.

12. ISSUES/CONCERNS: The project is still in the idea stage of the planning phase. It is

difficult to analyze at this stage. No idea if separation will occur above or below grade.

May have been better to compare a project further along in the developmental process.

Hanover Park could be considered.
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Appendix B
MOBILES Input File
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1 PROMPT -

MOBILES Emission Factors for Chicago Area for 1990 with basic I/M
1 TAMFLG -

1 SPDFLG -

1 VMFLAG -

1 MYMRFG -

1 NEWFLG •

2 IMFLAG - enter I/M program
1 ALHFLG •

1 ATPFLG - enter ATP, Press & Purge
5 RLFLAG - do not cortqpute refueling emission factors
2 LOCFLG - enter LAP record once
1 TBMFLG -

3 OUTFMT - print 112 coluum descriptive output format
4 PRTFLG - print exhaust HC, CO and NOx results
1 IDLFLG - no idle emission factors
3 NMHFLG - print VOC
2 HCFLAG - print HC coE^Jonents
87 15 68 20 05 08 095 1 1 2222 2111 I/M 2500/Idle Test
Chicago 2Sp.Idle C 70. 96. 09.2 09.2 90 2 1 1 LAP record
.000 .300 .000 .035 2 Oxyfuel record.
1 90 3.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 4.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 5.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 6.0 87.0 20.6 27,3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 7.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 8.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20,6 1 Scenario Record
I 90 9.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20-6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 10.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 11.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 12.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 13.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 14.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20-6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 15.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 16.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 17.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 18.0 87,0 20,6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 19.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 20.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 21.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 22.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 23.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 24,0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 25.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 26.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 27.0 87.0 20,6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 28.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 29.0 87.0 20.6 27^3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
I 90 30.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20,6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 31.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 32.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 33.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 34.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20-6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 35.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 36.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20,6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 37.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 38.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 39.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 40.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 90 41.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
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90 42.0 37.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 43.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 44.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 45.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 46.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 47.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 48.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 . Scenario Record
90 49.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 50,0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 51.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 X Scenario Record
90 52.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 53-0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 54.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 55.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 56.0 87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 57.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 58.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 59.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
90 60.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
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1 PROMPT -

MOBILES Emission Factors for Chicago Area for 2-020 with enhanced I/M
1 TAMFLG -

1 SPDFLG -

1 VMFLAG -

1 MWIRFG -

1 NBWFLG
3 IMFLAG
1 ALHFL6
S ATPFLG
5 RLFLAG
2 LOCFLG
1 TEMFLG
3 OOTPMT
4 PRTFLG
1 IDLFLG
3 NMHFLG
2 HCPLAG
83 20 68 20 03 03
83 20 86 20 03 03
83 84 20 2221 11 096.
83 83 20 2221 11 096.
83 86 20 2221 11 096.
Chicago Enhn. IM C 70.
.000 .300 .000 .035 2

87,0 20.6 27-3
87.0 20.6 27.3
87,0 20.6 27.3 20.6
87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6

- enter I/M program

- enter ATP, Press & Purge
> do not confute refueling emission factors
- enter LAP record once

- print 112 column descriptive output foonat
- print exhaust HC, CO and NOx results
- no idle emission factors
- print VOC
- print HC components
096 1 1 2221 2211 220, 1.20 999.
096 1 1 2221 4211 0.80 20.0 2.00

12211111

96. 09.2 09.2 90 2 1 1

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

20.
20.

9.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 10.0 87,0 20.6 27.3

20.6
20.6

10 11.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
20.6
20.6

10 12.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 13.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 14.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 15.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 16.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 17.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 18.0 87.0 20,6 27.3 20.6
10 19.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 20.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20,6
10 21.0 87.0 20.6 27,3 20.6
10 22.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 23.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 24.0 87-0 20.6 27.3
10 25.0 87.0 20.6 2^.3
10 26.0 87,0 20.6 27'.3 20.6
10 27.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 28.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 29.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 30.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 31.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 32.0 87.0 20.6 27.3
10 33.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 34.0 87.0 20,6 27.3 20.6
10 35.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 36.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6
10 37.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.

€

20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6

20.6
20.6
20.6

I/M 2S00/Idle Test
I/M240 Program
ATP
Pressure Check
Purge Check
LAP record
Oxyfuel record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
Scenario Record
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1 10 38.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 39.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 40.0 87.0 20-6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 41.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 42.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 43.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 44.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 • Scenario Record
1 10 45.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 46.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 47.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 48.0 87.0 20.6 27,3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 49.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 50.0 87.0 20,6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 51.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 52.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 53.0 87.0 20,6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 54.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 55.0 87.0 20,6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 56.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 57.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 58.0 87.0 20,6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 59.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
1 10 60.0 87.0 20.6 27.3 20.6 1 Scenario Record
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Appendix C
Emissions Calculations
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2





CHICAQO 2010 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/S2 Raleaaa)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: AHemalive 1 - W. Chicago SL - CNW West ine

Additional Pk-n-Rido Lot

2





VMT:





CHICAGO 2010 TEST SCE^4ARI0: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

ALTERNATNE: AMemative 2 - Currbertand St. - CTA OHare line

Additional Partdng for Pk-n-Ride

2





2





CHICAGO 2010 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 ReleBSO)

PROTOTYPE TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SVSTEMAT1CS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Altematve 3 - 95lh St Station - CTA Dan Ryan Line

Station Expansion

COLUMN #:12 3 3 4 5 6

I ^
SPEED

VMT:





CHICAGO 1990 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (^2J^I92 Release)

PROTOTYPE TOTAL BHISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Alternative 4 - PACE - Martingale and Kimberiy in Schaumburg
Transportation Center and Transfer Facility

COLUMN #:12 3 3 4 5 6





CHICAGO 2010 TEST SCENAFUO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Release)

PROTOTYPE TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Alternative 4 - PACE - Martingale and KimberV in Schaumburg
Transportation Center and Transfer Facility

COLUMN #:12 3 3 4 5 6 7

\

SPEED
I

VMT:





CHICAGO 1990 THST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Release)

PROTOTTPE TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS. INC.

ALTERNATIVE: AKematve 5 - Metre - Wood Dale - Mihw West Une
New Oistrbutor Bus Route

COLUMN #:12 3 3 4 5 1

SPEED
VMT:





CHICAGO 2010 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92

PROTOTlTE TOTAL EMISSIONS SPRE/kDSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SVSTEMATICS. INC.

/U.TERNATIVE: /Utemative 5 - Metre - Wood Dale - MHw West LJne

New Distrbutor Bus Route

COLUMN #:

1

SPEED

2





CHICAQO 1990 T^ST SCB4ARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS. INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Altomatwe 6 - PACE - Routes #304, 322 CTA #25
CarTnal^54thto IL43 - Signal Prempln

COLUMN #:

1 2





CHICAGO 20107^87 SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Release)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: AltematKw 6 - PACE - Routes #304, 322 CTA #2S
CenTiattf54ttito IL43 - Signal Premptn

COLUMN #:12 3 3 4 5 <

I
\

SPEED

36
37

38
38
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

VMT:





CHICAGO 1990 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/«92 Releose)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS. INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Altematve 7 - PACE - 1-294 Toll Ptaza Bypass

COUIMN #:

2
3
4
S
6
7
B
9
10

11

12

13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
38
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
SO
51

52
S3
54
55
56
57
58
S9|
60

I

2





CHICAGO 1990 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Release)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMAT1CS. INC.

ALTERNATIVE: AMomBlivo 8 - CTA - KSng Dr. #3 - Automated

Vehicle Control, w/ Signal Premptn

COLUMN #:

1

SPEED

2





CHICAGO 2010 TEST SCENARJO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Release)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Alternative 8 - CTA - King Dr. #3 - Autoirated

Vehicle Control, w/ Signal Premptn

COLUMN #:12 3 3 4 5 6

I
\

SPEED
VMT:





CHICAGO 1990 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Releeea)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

/VLTERNAT1VE: Alterratve 9 - PACE - SU>scription Bub
Service to Soars

COLUMN #:

1

SPEED

2





CHICAGO 1990 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Release)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SVSTEMATICS. INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Alternative 10 - PACE - Vanpool Setvico to Seare

COLUMN #:

0|
1|
2|
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14

15

16

17

IB
19
20
21

22
23
24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
SO
51

52
53
54
55
96
57

2





CHICAQO 1990 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 RalaaM)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMAT1CS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: /UMmativ* 1 1 - RTA - Transit Check (Factorad to aiditlng uw)

VMT:





CHICAGO 2010 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/02 RelMte)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATtCS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE: Altsmatlv* 1 1 - RTA - Trantlt Chack (Factored to axliting uaa)

COLUMN #:

VMT:





CHICAQO 1990 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/92 Releeea)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPRE/VOSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMAT1CS. INC.

ALTERNATIVE: /Utamative 12 - Meba - FrarMin Pk-MHwWast Una
Pedestrian/Auto Grade Separation

COLUMN #:12 3 3 4 5 6
VMT:





CHICAGO 2010 TEST SCENARIO: MOBILES EMISSION FACTORS (12/4/82 Release)

TOTAL EMISSIONS SPREADSHEET
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMATICS, INC.

ALTERNATIVE; Attematve 12 - Metra - Frantdin Pk-Miw West Line

Pedestrian/Auto Grade Separation

COLUMN #:

1

SPEED

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
38
40
41

42
43
44
«
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
571
581

2





3 5556 036 461
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SPECIALISTS IN...

Civil Engineering

Landscape Architeaure and Urban Design

Traffic Engineering

Transportation Planning
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Development Anal/sis and Planning


